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The planning for the Chinese training camp had been meticulous; there had been 
visits to Beijing to meet with the Chinese teams and officials; there had been visits 
to Leeds by the Chinese teams; two chefs from the University of Leeds had spent 
time working in the kitchens at the Olympic training centre in Beijing to improve the 
skills in preparing Chinese food and lots of emails between Leeds and Beijing!
The teams based in Leeds were Athletics, Boxing, Fencing, Hockey, Swimming, 
Table Tennis and Taekwondo. There were nearly 240 athletes and officials who 
trained for periods of between 4 days and nearly a month. They trained at The 
University of Leeds, Leeds Metropolitan University, John Charles centre for Sport, 
Bradford College and Wakefield Hockey Club.
There were over 50 volunteers recruited to help support the teams with translation 
and general support. Many of these were Chinese students recruited from the 
universities who had a once in a lifetime opportunity to meet with and help some of 
their sporting heroes! 
The camp was regarding by the Chinese Olympic Committee and all the partners 
as a great success. There was huge media interest from China and the UK  in the 
city while the teams were training. The stars amongst all the Chinese athletes were 
the Table Tennis players. 
The Chinese progressively moved from Leeds to London (the final athletes leaving 
on August 8th, only a few days before the closing ceremony) where their Leeds 
based athletes went on to win 8 gold, 5 silver and 4 bronze medals, with 4 gold 
and 2 silver (every medal possible) coming from the Table Tennis team. 
The Chinese athletes were joined by other athletes including the Netherlands 
swimming team, the Swedish women’s football team, Tanzanian swimmers, 
Vietnamese gymnasts and the Canadian Wheelchair Rugby team. 
All of the teams based in Leeds gave very positive feedback on their experience. 
With a total medal haul of 10 golds, 7 silvers and 5 bronze medals, Leeds has to 
be one of the most successful ‘medal producing’ pre Games training camp venues!
Written by: Mr Peter Smith – Project Manager for the Olympic Games and 
Paralympic Games, Leeds City Council

The city of Leeds hosted 
China, the most success 
and one of the most sought 
after Olympic teams for 
their final preparations for 
the London Olympic 
Games. The arrival of 
athletes and officials in 
early July 2012 was the 
culmination and success of 
the city’s partnership work 
over the previous four 
years that involved both 
universities, Marketing 
Leeds, Leeds Chinese 
Community Association and 
other partners.

Chinese Olympians successful training camp in Leeds
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Leeds Trinity 
University 

TEACHING 
MOVEMENT AND 
DANCE FOR HEALTH 
(TMD) 
LEARNING THROUGH AND ABOUT: 
• PRACTICE 
• SKILLS IN SUSTAINABLE EMPLOYMENT and 
• COACHING & TEACHING 

THE TMD PROGRAMME: 

Over two years students learn: 

• content directly from Lishi movement and dance, a 3,000 year old 
Chinese culture that trains in the function and role of posture and 
alignment, the development of breathing skills, and the context of 
using energy for movement and dance. 

• teaching and communication skills, models of learning behaviour, 
motivational interviewing and other advanced coaching techniques. 

The programme is delivered by highly trained an experienced staff 
from Leeds Trinity University College and from the College of 
Chinese Physical Culture. 

Website: www.leedstrinity.ac.uk 

Phone: 0113 283 7100 

Address: Leeds Trinity University College, 
Brownberrie Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 SHD 
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